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Abstract Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have shown tremendous progress and performance in recent years. Since

emergence, CNNs have exhibited excellent performance in most of classification and segmentation tasks. Currently, the CNN

family includes various architectures that dominate major vision-based recognition tasks. However, building a neural network

(NN) by simply stacking convolution blocks inevitably limits its optimization ability and introduces overfitting and vanishing

gradient problems. One of the key reasons for the aforementioned issues is network singularities, which have lately caused

degenerating manifolds in the loss landscape. This situation leads to a slow learning process and lower performance. In this

scenario, the skip connections turned out to be an essential unit of the CNN design to mitigate network singularities. The

proposed idea of this research is to introduce skip connections in NN architecture to augment the information flow, mitigate

singularities and improve performance. This research experimented with different levels of skip connections and proposed

the placement strategy of these links for any CNN. To prove the proposed hypothesis, we designed an experimental CNN

architecture, named as Shallow Wide ResNet or SRNet, as it uses wide residual network as a base network design. We have

performed numerous experiments to assess the validity of the proposed idea. CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, two well-known

datasets are used for training and testing CNNs. The final empirical results have shown a great many of promising outcomes

in terms of performance, efficiency and reduction in network singularities issues.

Keywords convolutional neural network (CNN), wide residual network (WRN), dropout, skip connection, deep neural

network (DNN)

1 Introduction

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) offer the

state-of-the-art performance in many areas of computer

vision. Since the groundbreaking success of AlexNet[1]

at the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Chal-

lenge 2012 (ILSVRC 2012)[2], very deep CNNs[1−10]

have been designed to achieve better performance and

improved results. Recently, very deep CNNs have be-

come the de-facto standard in attaining better perfor-

mance and results. However, with the exponential in-

crease in the number of layers and the depth of these

networks, several issues emerge, such as vanishing gra-

dients and degradation. A number of methods were

suggested to facilitate the deeper CNN training, in-

cluding better optimizers[11], well-designed initializa-

tion strategies[12,13], skip connections[14,15], layer-wise

training[16], and knowledge transfer[17,18]. Network sin-

gularity is one of the common issues in deep neural

networks, which hinder the network to converge to its

optimal accuracy. The three common singularities that

occur in deep neural networks (DNNs) are known as

elimination, overlap, and linear dependence singulari-

ties. There are different reasons behind the occurrence

of these singularities. For example, a node elimination

in DNN may lead to elimination singularities. Over-

lap singularities occur due to the collapse of nodes into

each other[19], whereas linear dependence singularities

arise due to linearly dependent nodes. Fig.1 shows the

three types of singularities and critical reasons for their

occurrence. These singularities influence the network

performance in different ways. According to [20], the

elimination and overlap singularities considerably slow

down the network learning process, especially in shallow

CNNs. Saxe et al.[21] stated that linear dependence sin-
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Fig.1. Pictorial depiction of (a) elimination, (b) overlap singularities and (c) linear dependence singularities.

gularities arose commonly in randomly initialized deep

linear NN design and turned out to be more severe

with an increase in network depth. The elimination

and overlap singularities are related to non-linear NN,

whereas linear dependence singularities arise only in lin-

ear NNs[19]. However, non-identifiability is one of the

common aspects of all these singularities. According

to [22], the “Hessian Loss” function turns out to be

singular at these singularities; these are also known as

higher-order saddles or degenerates.

Additional information flow inside the network

is required to resolve the singularity-related issues.

ResNet[23] has practically demonstrated that adding

additional information flow to network architecture can

offer better performance and mitigate the depth-related

issues. According to Orhan and Pitkow[22], skip connec-

tions are described as extra links among different lay-

ers, carrying the information from top layers to bottom

layers. Skip connections have offered a great deal of im-

provement in training very deep NNs[24−26] since their

introduction. Besides offering diverse and additional

information to final network layers for better classifi-

cation, skip layers also provide a unique contribution

to eliminate singularities. Residual networks of resid-

ual networks (RoR)[27,28] are another variant of ResNet

which tries to resolve the diminishing feature problem.

It adds level-wise shortcut connections to the original

residual network, which improves its learning capacity.

As a result, it exhibits excellent performance in the im-

age classification task as compared with original ResNet

architecture, although it lacks a diversity of visual fea-

tures that are essential for final detection tasks.

To mitigate network singularities, this research pro-

posed a network design that is intended to provide

a novel network communication flow and offers a di-

versity of features for the final assessment task. The

proposed network architecture uses a different method

to transfer valuable details from top to bottom layers.

The skip connections design and placement resolve the

three types of singularities. These additional and di-

verse communication links are based on well-assessed

feature flow architecture, trained and tested for perfor-

mance improvement. We propose a general three-level

skip connection architecture that can be replicated to

any CNN architecture by position skip connections of

three different levels of architecture. The proposed hy-

pothesis is tested initially with ResNet that resulted in

an improved performance with fewer network parame-

ters when compared with early benchmark approaches.

It also provides a shallow and wide CNN design that

avoids feature diminishing problems. Experiments were

performed on popular benchmark datasets: CIFAR-10

and CIFAR-100, and results were compared with those

of similar approaches to evaluate the proposed method.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Sec-

tion 2 is about the literature review of early approaches

that tried to improve network performance with diffe-

rent network designs. The proposed network design

and methodology are presented in Section 3. Section

4 presents the optimization of the proposed network

and Section 5 is about the experiment and analysis of

results. The final section of this paper is about the

conclusions.

2 Related Work

In the past few years CNNs of varying depth have

been developed and it has been shown that deeper

architectures in general offer a better performance.

From early AlexNet (5-conv+3-fc)[1] to the VGG net-

works (16-conv+3-fc)[7] and GoogleNet (21-conv+1-

fc)[29], both the depth and the accuracy kept grow-

ing. However, very deep CNNs face the critical is-

sues of degradation and vanishing gradients[30]. In

2015 ResNets[23] came out as a savior to mitigate

the degradation problem and achieved excellent results

in a variety of classification jobs. Since then, many

optimized models based on ResNets have been pro-
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posed, and those became part of the evolving residual-

networks family. ResNet was a follow-up of earlier

highway networks[26], and got a huge success by win-

ning ImageNet and COCO 2015 competition and at-

taining state-of-the-art performance benchmarks. He

et al.
[25] proposed another innovative model named as

Pre-ResNet that formulates a direct path for propagat-

ing the information through the whole network, which

offers easy training and enhanced generalization. Later,

Shen et al.
[31] proposed a Pre-ResNet inspired model

that involves weighted residuals for very deep networks

(WResNet). It also removes ReLU from the highway

and employs weighted residual functions to develop a

direct-path. This mythology is also able to train more

than 1 000 layers of residual networks and achieves good

accuracy.

The discussion on shallow vs deep networks has been

ongoing for a long time in machine learning field[32,33].

That debate outlines that comparatively shallow net-

works require exponentially more components as com-

pared with deeper networks. The residual networks re-

searchers tried to formulate a thin-architecture in order

to increase its depth and have fewer parameters. After-

wards, introducing a bottleneck block leads to thinner

ResNet blocks. [34] assesses that the residual block with

identity mapping architecture leads to training a very

deep network, although it weakens residual networks, as

it undermines the gradient flows through the network.

This whole situation leads to avoiding the network from

learning anything during training. Ultimately, it is pos-

sible that only a few blocks are learning some useful

representations, or many blocks are sharing very few

details with a small contribution to the final goal. This

problem is known as diminishing feature reuse outlined

by [26]. Zagoruyko and Komodakis[34] also tried to re-

solve the issues by building wide residual networks. As

a result, it proved that widening of ResNet blocks of-

fers a great deal of efficiency regarding enhancing the

performance of ResNet besides increasing their depth.

It has also shown that wider residual networks pro-

vide a significant improvement over [25], with 50 times

fewer layers and twice faster. Later, Huang et al.
[24] at-

tempted to resolve similar diminishing feature problems

by randomly disabling connections amongst residual

blocks during training. The method randomly drops

a subset of layers and bypasses them using an identity

mapping intended for every mini-batch. This technique

could be taken as a particular case of dropout[35], where

every residual block has an identity scalar weight on

which the dropout method is applied. A popular CNN

design DenseNet[36] makes use of a densely connected

path to concatenate the input features with the output

features, allowing every micro-block to obtain the raw

information from entire previous micro-blocks.

The proposed idea of skip connections worked well

for ResNet and was later introduced in most NN ar-

chitectures; however, the most appropriate explanation

of skip connections is offered by Orhan and Pitkow[22].

Skip connections turned out to be the solution for over-

lap, elimination and linear singularities. All these sin-

gularities cause features degradation and loss of infor-

mation. Though the study of [19] provides an excellent

mathematical model for orthogonal and other skip con-

nectivity, it lacks in terms of skips connection place-

ment and different levels of connectivity. There are

many earlier studies performed to assess the influence of

singularities on networks[19,20]. These studies have eval-

uated the impact of elimination and overlap singulari-

ties on gradient-based learning. Saxe et al.
[21] studied

the linear dependence singularity problem and assessed

that the real reason behind such a type of singularities

is an increase in depth.

Zhang et al.
[27] used a similar idea of additional

connections to network design. All kinds of residual

networks are based on one primary hypothesis: by us-

ing the shortcut connections, residual networks perform

residual mapping fitted by stacked nonlinear layers; as

a result, it becomes easier to optimize the network than

the original mapping[23]. Another popular skip connec-

tion based architecture named as Residual Networks

of Residual Networks (RoR)[27] adds level-wise short-

cut connections upon original residual networks to of-

fer better learning capability. PyramidNet[37] offers an

innovative idea that instead of sharply increasing the

feature maps dimension at units, it gradually increases

the feature map dimensions. This network also offers

superior generalization ability.

3 Methodology

This section outlines the detailed overview of the

architecture of the proposed WRN-ROR, together with

types of proposed residual blocks. Experiments are per-

formed to support and confirm the proposed network

architectures that further improve the performance of

the existing CNN networks.

3.1 Resolving Singularities

As mentioned earlier, there are three different

kinds of singularities: elimination, overlap and linear-
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dependence singularities[22]. The primary reason for

the occurrence of the first kind of elimination singu-

larities is the obliteration of a hidden unit, e.g., when

the unit’s incoming (or outgoing) weights turn out to

be zero. As a result, the outgoing (or incoming) links

of the network unit are non-identifiable. The overlap

singularities happened due to the permutation symme-

try of the NNs-hidden units. It occurs at a particular

network layer where two units become identical as a re-

sult. In this situation, the outgoing links of the network

block are no longer recognizable individually. Linear

dependence singularities happen due to the linear de-

pendency of the hidden units of a network. Therefore,

the outgoing links of these units are no longer individ-

ually identifiable.

How do additional communication-links/skip-

connections help to eliminate these singularities and

other depth-related issues? According to Orhan and

Piktow[22] adding skip connections between end-to-end

network blocks helps to eliminate singularities. Skip

connection offers the capability to keep these units ac-

tive even when their adjustable incoming or outgoing

links turned out to be zero. Additional links help to

eradicate the overlap singularities via breaking the per-

mutation symmetry of the neural network (NN) hidden

units at a particular layer. Therefore, in case of iden-

tical unit weights, the units do not break down, as

their discrete skip connections still disambiguate them.

Skip connections also help to eliminate the linear de-

pendence, through accumulating linearly independent

inputs to the network units. Fig.2 shows that addi-

tional skip connections are helpful to resolve all three

types of singularities.

Inspired by methodologies mentioned above, the

proposed network design makes use of different strate-

gies to resolve many singularities and other depth-

related issues for the CNN training. In this scenario,

the novel design of blocks and the additional skip con-

nection among layers will offer a great deal of support

for better results. Section 3 and Section 4 will explain

these aspects in a more detailed way.

3.2 Network Architecture

A normal identity mapping based residual block can

be shown as:

xi = F(xi,Wi),

xi+1 = xi + F(xi,Wi), (1)

where xi is the input and xi+1 is the output of the net-

work. F denotes the residual function and Wi are block

parameters. ResNet is composed of a sequence of resid-

ual blocks stacked on each other. Normally, ResNet is

built on two kinds of residual blocks, namely, 1) two

(3 × 3) consecutive CONV layers with ReLU and BN

units, and 2) a well-known ResNet bottleneck architec-

ture, where one (3×3) CONV layer is sandwich among

two (1× 1) CONV layers (bottleneck layers). The later

architecture with a (1× 1)(3× 3)(1× 1) block structure

is proved to be more efficient[25]; therefore this archi-

tecture is adopted for our further experiments.

According to [34], there are three different ways to

augment the power of residual blocks, 1) more CONV

layers per block, 2) more feature planes per block, and

3) bigger filter sizes. First two ideas are enticing, as

adding extra layers and filters leads to greater perfor-

mance boost[38]. However, some researchers[7,39] proved

that a smaller filter size (3 × 3) is more useful as com-

pared with larger ones. Therefore, the large size filters

are not used in the proposed network. We prefer the
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Fig.2. Resolving three different types of singularities by skip connections. (a) Elimination. (b) Overlap singularities. (c) Linear
dependence singularities.
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wide network design proposed by Zagoruyko et al.
[34]

The proposed idea was to make use of wide CONV lay-

ers in comparison to a deeper network. The resultant

network was wider and shallower having an improved

performance. Therefore, there is no need to stack hun-

dreds of ResNet blocks to get top results anymore. Ta-

ble 1 shows the wide residual network (WRN)[34] ar-

chitecture, where each ResNet block is repeated “N”

times. The idea is to get a wider network, a deep CNN

design. According to most recent results, WRN offers

state-of-the-art performances; therefore, the proposed

network will employ WRN as base architecture.

Table 1. Structure of the Resent Blocks

ResNet-Block Output-Size Block Type=RB(1,3,1)

Conv-1 32× 32 |3× 3, 16|

Conv-2 32× 32 |1× 1, 16× k|

|3× 3, 16× k| ×N

|1× 1, 16× k|

Conv-3 16× 16 |1× 1, 32× k|

|3× 3, 32× k| ×N

|1× 1, 32× k|

Conv-4 8× 8 |1× 1, 64× k|

|3× 3, 64× k| ×N

|1× 1, 64× k|

Average-pool 1× 1 |8× 8|

Note: N is the times a unit can be replicated and can be set at
the start of network training.

To overcome the degradation problem in residual

network, we have offered a solution with residual con-

nections among entire ResNet blocks. The idea is in-

spired by [27], which is formulated to further enhance

the performance of residual networks by adding level-

wise shortcut connections among the original ResNet

blocks. That leads to improve the capability of the

ResNet for different classification tasks. According to

Zhang et al.
[27], “if the residual mapping is easier to

learn, the residual mapping of the residual mapping

should be easier to learn”. The proposed architecture

is shown in Fig.3, where multi-level shortcut connec-

tions are added to the ResNet blocks and different lev-

els of the network. The figure shows different levels of

skip connections from top to bottom of the network. It

shows that the network is interlined with a plenty of

communication links connecting the whole architecture

top-to-bottom. In this image, we can see different con-

nections with different colour ranges. Each type of con-

nections is designed and applied for some specific flow of

information. Each skip connection is based on offering

a unique type of information to the specified level of the

network to help the system to produce efficient results.

The details of connections mentioned above are pre-

sented in Section 3. The “level 1” shortcuts are offering

block-to-block connection. The “level 2” connections

are connecting each level of WRN-ResNet, while the

“level 3” connections are linking the top to the bottom

levels of the proposed architecture. Through adding

different levels of shortcut connections, the higher level

residual blocks can transfer information to the under-

lying residual blocks. This kind of setup plays a signif-

icant role in suppressing the vanishing gradient.

Input

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Output

Fig.3. Basic architecture of network.

3.3 Building Block

This subsection describes the structures of different

residual blocks and outlines the most suitable for SR-

NET classification network. To improve the network

performance and capability, there is a need to ame-

liorate the ResNet basic building block. Since the in-

troduction of residual networks, there are many trans-

formations that have occurred in the fundamental ar-

chitecture, for example, the pre-activation ResNets[25]

which tried to resolve the backward gradient flow prob-

lem. However, there is still some room for improve-

ments. In this scenario, a number of experiments are
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performed on different building blocks to empirically as-

sess the performance. Meanwhile, different block types,

activation functions, and batch normalization (BN)[40]

layers are assessed to find the most optimal combina-

tion.

To define convolutions in a residual block, let

RB(K ) denote the residual block model, where K de-

notes the kernel size of the conv units in the model. For

instance, RB(3, 3) means a ResNet block with two conv

layers with a filter size 3× 3. According to Network-in-

Network (NiN) architecture, proposed by Lin et al.[5],

the 1 × 1 conv is less expensive as compared with the

3 × 3 conv block. Inspired by this idea the proposed

ResNet block is a NiN[5] style block with 3 × 3 and

1× 1 conv layers that bind together in a set. The pro-

posed block architecture will be applied in the WRN

mode, as WRN is similar to ResNet, which is composed

of ResNet blocks (Conv, Relu, BN layers and Shortcut

connections) as a core structure of networks. The resid-

ual block is the core of the proposed WRN-ROR archi-

tecture which directly determines the performance of

the classification network. Table 1 shows the proposed

blocks architecture for classification task experiments.

The proposed block and connection architecture could

be applied to any ResNet family architecture. The flex-

ibility of design enables wide and easy applications to

any NN architecture. Furthermore, experiments are

performed to assess the performance empirically; de-

tails are presented in Section 5.

3.4 Shortcut Connection

According to Zhang et al.
[27] “by digging the op-

timization ability of ResNet, the residual mapping of

the residual network can be optimized”. In this re-

search, the author suggests that the optimization abi-

lity of ResNet could be enhanced by adding extra short-

cut connection among different levels and blocks of the

residual network. Zhang et al.[27] stated that additional

connections transfer the neural network learning prob-

lem to that learning the residual mapping of residual

mapping, which is simpler and easier to learn than the

original ResNet. Another critical reason for incorpo-

rating additional communication links among residual

units, blocks, and levels is to create several direct paths

for information propagation. Due to this additional in-

formation flow among residual architectures, the clas-

sification performance will be ultimately improved. In

this way, the upper block of the residual network will

propagate information to lower blocks. By channelling

additional information flow into the network from top

to down, we can resolve the vanishing gradient prob-

lem. (2) is an extension of (1), and here it generalizes

the hyper-residual skip connection architecture.



























x1 = F(x0,W0),

x2 = F(x1,W1) + x1,

xi+1 = F(xi,Wi) + xi+

1

i− 1

i−1
∑

l+1

Rlxl.i = 2, ..., I − 1,

(2)

where x1 shows fully connected feed forward NN net-

work architecture with no skip connections. In the

next step, we introduce identity skip connection to x2,

among adjacent layers of NN architecture. There is

one thing to be noticed that there is no skip connection

from the input layer. Later, xi+1 shows an architecture

of hyper-residual skip connection architecture, which

allows communication flow among all layers of the net-

work. Additional communication connection adds few

percents to the final accuracy of the network. How-

ever, which shortcut connection is the most appropri-

ate? Which one does not add additional load to the

network? And which one offers better efficiency? In

this scenario, ResNets and Pre-activation ResNets[23,25]

were assessed with a number of shortcuts, e.g., pro-

jection shortcut, identity-mapping shortcut. The ex-

perimental results shown by He et al.
[25] outlined that

the identity-mapping shortcut is the most appropriate

shortcut connections. The key reason is that identity-

mapping does not involve any parameters, which leads

to lower computational requirements and also reduces

the chances of overfitting in contrast with other types

of shortcuts. Moreover, it offers the better capability

to pass the gradient through, which ultimately stabi-

lizes the training phase. In the proposed SRNet, only

identity mapping is not employed, as the dimensions of

the features differ among individual residual units as

well as different levels. Therefore, we use a mixed ap-

proach for residual blocks and level-wise blocks. Using

only the projection shortcut or a zero-padded shortcut

for all the residual units blocks is not a suitable so-

lution, as [25] outlined that a projection shortcut can

hamper information propagation and ultimately leads

to some optimization problems, particularly in case of

very deep architecture. According to Han et al.
[37] the

zero-padded shortcut does not lead to the overfitting

problem as no extra trainable parameters exist. Fig.4

shows the different types and levels of shortcut connec-

tions in the proposed CNN.
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Fig.4. Structure of the shortcut connection.

3.5 ReLU and BN Unit’s Placements

ReLU activation function[41] is one of the critical

parts of a residual network for nonlinearity. Accord-

ing to Han et al.
[37], the performance of the neural net-

work extensively depends on the number and placement

of the ReLUs in architecture. In the case of original

ResNet, it is seen that using ReLUs after the addition

of weight layers adversely influences the performance of

the network. As shown in (3), ReLU is used over the

addition of the ResNet block, and it has the function of

filtering the non-negative values, where F(i,l) signifies

the i-th residual function of the i-th residual unit and

x
f
i holds the outputs of residual network. It is empiri-

cally proven that by simply removing ReLUs after every

addition in the ResNet Unit that leads to a significant

improvement in the performance 1○. Later, He et al.
[25]

proposed Pre-Activation ResNet that holds BNs and

ReLUs before the convolution layer and eradicates the

ReLUs after the addition unit, and this structure leads

to a great deal of performance boost. In (4) the ReLUs

are removed after addition, to create identity path. As

a result, the network offers a great deal of performance

even at the depth larger than 1 000 layers.

x
f
i = ReLU(F(i,l)(x

l
i−1) + (xl

i−1)), (3)

x
f
i = (Fi,l(x

l
i−1) + (xl

i−1)). (4)

According to Han et al.
[37], the extensive use of Re-

LUs in the block leads to diminished performance. [37]

has empirically showed that removing the first ReLU

from the block improves the network performance.

The principal objective of the BN layer in the neural

network is to normalize the activations, which offers fast

convergence and improved performance. According to

Han et al.
[37], BN layers can be employed to maximize

the capability of a single ResNet block. The authors

also proved empirically that the use of the BN layer at

the end of each block leads to better performance im-

provement. Therefore, in the proposed network block,

the BN layers are added in each ResNet unit before and

after convolution layers, in order to get better perfor-

mance.

Ultimately, the final version of the proposed net-

work’s ResNet unit is employed by considering all the

aforementioned rules. Fig.5 shows the different alterna-

tives of ResNet units used in earlier experiments. The

final version of proposed CNN’s resent unit is Unit-D,

where the surrounding ReLUs are removed from addi-

tion layers. In addition, the BN unit is being placed on

both of the aforementioned places.

4 Optimization of Proposed Network

This section will outline some of the vital optimiza-

tion aspects of the proposed network for experiments.

4.1 Shortcut Connection’s Levels

In pursuit of an optimum number of shortcut con-

nection’s levels for the proposed CNN architecture, we

have assessed many designs. Let L be the number of

connection levels. The original residual network con-

nection level is L = 1. For the proposed SRNet CNN

we have set L = 3. According to Zhang et al.
[27] in-

creasing L leads to worsening the performance. There-

fore, it is assessed that L = 3 is the best standard

1○http://torch.ch/blog/2016/02/04/resnets.html, May 2019.
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Fig.5. Structure of the resent blocks.

for adding level-based connections. Choosing the right

number of levels is very important for getting a satis-

factory performance. Adding additional shortcut con-

nections leads to an additional number of parameters

that ultimately result in the overfitting problem and

diminish the network performance. Therefore, keeping

L = 3 offers a reasonable amount of parameters to take

advantage of additional connections. Fig.4 shows the

possible levels of connections proposed for SRNet. The

mentioned three different types of skips offer a diverse

information flow and transform any given architecture

to a wide CNN framework. As aforementioned, due to

the parallel processing nature of current GPUs, wider

CNN architectures are more feasible for training besides

a deeper architecture.

4.2 Mapping of Proposed Network

To transfer the information from top to bottom in

the proposed network, we need to map the network.

In this situation, we have empirically analyzed diffe-

rent alternatives. According to He et al.
[23] there are

four different types of mapping or shortcut connections.

1) For identity mapping shortcut, no additional para-

meters are required. 2) A projection shortcut connec-

tion (1 × 1 Conv) uses a 1 × 1 convolution layer with

“Xavier” weight initialization methodology. We have

analyzed with different weight initialization method-

ologies and found that Xavier is extremely useful, es-

pecially for convolutional layers, as it offers a uniform

distribution over the interval. 3) Non-linearity shortcut

connections further improve the performance of B-Type

connections. It has additional BN and ReLU units to

normalize the distribution of features coming out of a

convolution layer and these features might be negative

which will be truncated by a non-linearity like ReLU.

4) Pooling shortcut connection is a bit computational

expensive shortcut connection, though it offers a wide

diversity of feature maps. Feeding network with diverse

information is one of crucial base-lines of the proposed

research. Therefore, it is considered to be significant to

introduce a diversity of data even in shortcut connec-

tions.

The type-1 shortcut is the simplest category of

connections that introduces neither extra parameters

nor computational complexity. From computational
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complexity and additional parameters point of view

type-1 and type-2 mappings are better than type-3 and

type-4. Although type-4 adds additional parameters, it

also offers more information that is necessary to process

and get better accuracy. In the case of the proposed

CNN, we have used a combination of above-mentioned

connection. Level 1 used the type-2 shortcut connec-

tions. The level-2 used the type-3 connection, and level-

3 used the type-4 connection. Fig.6 shows different al-

ternatives for mapping for the proposed network.

4.3 Epochs

He et al.
[23,25] proposed to use 164 epochs to train

and optimize the residual network. Zhang et al.
[27]

showed empirically that 500 epochs could bring signif-

icant improvements in performance. We have set goals

to check network performance after every 10 epochs,

until it begins converging. We also set a dynamic learn-

ing rate that goes down by factor of 10 after every 20

epochs. It is proven to be very suitable for network

performance and learning capability.

4.4 Dropout

SRNet network widens the CNN architecture and

adds additional training parameters (due to additional

level based shortcut connections). Therefore, the prob-

lem of overfitting is critical. In the case of train-

ing CIFAR-100 dataset, this problem needs to be ad-

dressed. This kind of architecture leads to a serious

overfitting problem. The most famous methods to mit-
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Conv 3Τ3
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Concat
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Fig.6. Mapping of the ResNet connections.
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igate this problem are DropPath[24,42] and Dropout[35].

The DropPaths method averts co-adaptation of parallel

paths through randomly dropping the path. According

to He et al.
[25], the network is not able to converge to

an efficient solution by dropping an identity mapping

path randomly. Dropping an identity mapping nega-

tively impacts training. Therefore, we have used the

Dropout methodology for the sake of fixing the overfit-

ting issues. Though, it is assessed that Dropout is less

effective while used in convolutional layers[34]. There-

fore, dropout layers are carefully planted among convo-

lution units to resolve the overfitting problems.

5 Experiment and Analysis

This section will present the empirical analysis of

the proposed CNN on benchmark datasets CIFAR-10

and CIFAR-100.

5.1 Implementation

CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 are used for the pro-

posed CNN analysis. CIFAR-10 is a well-known dataset

containing 10 classes of objects, and CIFAR-100 in-

cludes 100 object classes. There are 5 000 images

in each dataset used for training classification and

10 000 images for each dataset for testing classification.

The standard data augmentation is used for proposed

experiments. The proposed CNN is designed to train

in Caffe. Caffe Berkeley Vision library[43] is used to de-

velop and train the whole network. Caffe offers a great

deal of freedom to write network layers and train the

network according to the proposed requirements. The

proposed network was trained on single NVIDIA Tesla

K40c GPU with 12 G memory.

5.2 Training Setup

The network is trained using the backpropagation[44]

by Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with Nesterov

momentum on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets. We

have used a mini batch of 120 images. The network

is initialized using the initialization method of He et

al.
[13] The learning rate is set to 0.1 for CIFAR-10

dataset and 0.5 for CIFAR-100 dataset. The learning

rate decay factor is set to α, and decay is performed

at 150 and 225 epochs. The network is initialized by

MSRA[13]. The weight decay parameters are set to

0.000 1. The momentum is set to 0.9 and dampening is

set to 0. We have experimented with different values

of momentum such as [0.5, 0.9, 0.95, 0.99], and later

we fix it to 0.9 to efficiently dampen the velocity and

reduce the kinetic energy of our SGD function. It is

analysed during our experiments that momentum 0.9

offers a more stable final loss.

For network initialization, we have used the pro-

posed method of network initialization of He et al.
[13]

These parameters are set after initial experiments to

check that CNN is converging during training. It is ob-

served that early stop approach is useful to stop CNN

in early stages of training. It is noted that a higher

number of epochs can lead to having an over-fitted

model. Therefore, we have designed a network that

will be trained for a given number of epochs, while we

will decrease the learning rate by the factor of 10 after

every 50 epochs. This approach helped to train and cov-

erage the network more efficiently. Setting batch size

during training is also a critical aspect of CNN learn-

ing process. Higher batch size leads to a buffer over-

flow problem that is a vital issue in network training.

Therefore, according to our GPUs availability, we set

the batch size to 120 images to avoid such issues. Im-

ages were shuffled to ensure the diversity in each batch.

The cross-entropy loss was used to sum up the entire

losses of the mini-batch pixels.

5.3 CIFAR-10

We have used the mean squared error (MSE) loss for

assessment of our network outcomes. (5) shows the pro-

posed MSE loss calculation method, and calculates the

mean
(

1
m

∑m

i=1

)

of the squares of the errors (Yi − Ŷi)
2,

where m is the total number of given classes, Y is the

inference result of our proposed model, and Ŷ is the

ground truth. We transform it into test error for our

network error assessment. (5) is given below:

Test error : Jtest(θ)

=
1

2m test

mtest
∑

i=1

(hθ((x
(i)
test)− y

(i)
test)

2), (5)

where Jtest(θ) is the test error calculated through tak-

ing squares of the errors of network test output x
(i)
test and

ground truth y
(i)
test. Proposed CNN had a test error-rate

of 4.137 on CIFAR-10, which is much better to original

Pre Residual Network with 110 layers. On the other

hand, the numbers of parameters are not much higher

compared with other wide models like VGG-16[7]. The

results have shown that through increasing the number

of skip connection levels, the network performance is

improved, though we have achieved this performance

on the expense of a bigger network size. It is observed

that adding the three-level skip connection design to
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network offers a great deal of performance boost com-

pared with two-level skip connection designs. The two-

level connection architecture offers an error of 5.643

while adding one more level we achieved a lower error

of 4.137.

5.4 CIFAR-100

Table 2 shows the results of CIFAR-100 experi-

ments. In proposed experiments, we have used SGD

along with the batch size of 128. The network is trained

and validation (test set) checks are performed after ev-

ery 10 epochs, to assess the performance of network

training. The learning rate is set to 0.1. Different

from CIFAR-10 dataset we have used the Dropout layer

for CIFAR-100 experiments. The Dropout layer settled

among the (1×3×1) residual unit, after the (3×3) con-

volution layer. After many trials, the dropout rate is

set to 0.3. In the absence of dropout layer the problem

of overfitting can be escalated, as additional branches of

skip links incorporate extra trainable parameters. Ta-

ble 2 shows that ResNet-110 and Pre-ResNet-110 with-

out using Dropout or Spectral Dropout (SD) offered the

test error of 25.16% and 24.33% respectively. However,

our proposed ResNet block with just 16 layers and ad-

ditional skip connections offers better performance. It

is also noticed that the proposed network provided bet-

ter training time. The time is substantially lowered as

compared with traditional approaches, as shown in Ta-

ble 3. Regarding lowering error rates, we have observed

a similar trend in CIFAR-100 dataset training. Similar

to CIFAR-10 results we have a better network accuracy

rate and lowered test error rate by using three different

levels of skip connections. The two-level skip connec-

tion architecture offered a 23.07 error rate while adding

one more level. There is a better accuracy achieved with

a lower test error rate of 22.19. Therefore, we beat most

of benchmark results in terms of the test error as well

as the network size.

5.5 Results and Analysis

The key focus of this research was to show that ad-

ditional information flow in a CNN is contributing to

the final detection task. The depth of the proposed

CNN was kept to a constant amount of parameters.

Zagoruyko and Komodakis[34] stated the significant rea-

sons for keeping CNN width between 16-28 offers steady

improvements in the network performance. The net-

work depth is kept shallow to speed up the network

training. It is assessed that a widening factor is more

efficient as compared with a deepening factor. It helps

to spread jobs to multiple GPUs that are designed to

perform efficiently in parallel computing. After exper-

imenting with different depths and width factors, we

have discovered the current experimental parameters

offer efficient performance and constant improvements

in network performance. This analysis provided a rea-

Table 2. Test Error on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 with Different ResNet Networks

Block Type Depth Parameter (M) CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100

Network in Network[5] - - 8.810 35.67

Highway Network[26] - - 7.720 32.39

Stochatic Depth Network[24] 110 1.7 5.230 25.58

Original Residual Network (100)[23] 110 1.7 6.430 25.16

Pre-activation ResNet[25] 110 1.7 6.370 24.33

Wide Residual Network-16[34] 16-8 11.0 4.270 22.07

RoR + WRN-58-4[27] 58—4 - 3.770 25.19

SRNet (Lev1+Lev2) 16—4 3.76 5.643 23.07

SRNet (Lev1+Lev2+Lev3) 16—4 4.58 4.137 22.19

Table 3. Analysis of Proposed Network

CNN Memory Access (MB) Comp. Add. Div. Exp. Activation Param.

ResNet-18 26.68 151.55 K 305.16 K 139.27 K 5 607.24 K 895.11 K

WRN-16 393.18 704.51 K 721.00 K 475.24 K 100 2.48 M 2.77 M

WRN-16-RoR 541.34 1.92 M 3.42 M 1.92 M 20 9.57 M 4.11 M

SRNet (Lev1+Lev2) 507.25 1.39 M 3.29 M 1.39 M 20 8.54 M 3.77 M

SRNet (Lev1+Lev2+Lev3) 571.73 1.92 M 3.77 M 1.92 M 20 10.16 M 4.58 M

Note: Comp.: computation; Add.: addition; Div.: division; Exp.: exponential; Param.: parameter.
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lization that the depth and the width of network equally

play a significant role in network learning capabilities.

Choosing a suitable depth or width makes a fundamen-

tal difference in final network performance. Increasing

the depth until the network performance saturates and

later gradually augmenting the network width can offer

prolific results. The final results have shown that em-

bedding additional communication links among diffe-

rent levels of a convolution network offers a great deal

of information flow inside the network. This additional

information flow leads to better performance and im-

proved results. It is established that when an image

is passed through extensive neural layers, it sometimes

losses all critical details necessary for the detection of

essential objects in the image. The additional branches

from top layers to middle and bottom layers are proved

to be useful in the regeneration of critical features that

are significant in final detection layers. This research

has demonstrated that besides going too deep, we can

make use of a typical wide CNN with additional com-

munication layers to get improved results as compared

with benchmark counterparts. This research also shows

that adding more width to the network can lead to bet-

ter performance at the expense of additional trainable

parameters.

The use of skip connections at different depths of

the network helps us to eradicate network singulari-

ties along with maintaining similar performance. The

proposed research makes use of specially designed skip

connections which are placed top, middles and bot-

tom of a wide CNN architecture. The wide network

design is preferred over deep network design due to

its high performance over deep design. A wide CNN

with specialized skip connections leads us to deal with

elimination, overlap and linear dependence singulari-

ties. The design and mechanism of fetching and feed-

ing additional information into the network helps the

overall architecture to tackle overcoming elimination,

overlap and linear dependence singularities. As a re-

sult, the network is populated with enough information

to deal with any feature loss that ultimately leads to

the aforementioned singularities. The proposed design

is a general idea that can be applied to any network

suffering from training related complications (overfit-

ting, singularities, etc.). The key aspect of this archi-

tecture is that it does not add additional load to net-

work resources regarding memory and processing para-

meters. While designing and placing skip connections,

it is ensured that these connections are not memory or

processing-extensive. This paper has presented the re-

sults on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets. The pro-

posed CNN is altered for CIFAR-100 experiments as it

requires additional parameters. Therefore dropout lay-

ers are introduced to save the network from overfitting.

Table 3 offers an interesting view of proposed archi-

tecture along with earlier similar designs. It provides

the description of networks regarding memory accesses,

arithmetic operations and the number of parameters.

This contrast demonstrates a great deal of insight into

the effective network design of SRNet. It offers better

architecture regarding all above mentioned CNN para-

meters. Fig.7 offers a graphical view of the training

process of the SRNet, where the green curve shows the

network accuracy that converges after approximately

50 000 iterations. The blue line shows the network loss

that gradually decreases and starts converging approx-

imately after 50 000. The yellow curve shows the net-

work test loss. It shows similar convergence as training

loss. This graph collectively shows network training

and testing process with very natural convergence of

loss and accuracy. These curves show a normal net-

work training behavior, where training accuracy and

loss start from a higher point finally converge to a con-

stant level.
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Fig.7. Training (tr), testing (te) and accuracy (acc) curves on
the CIFAR-10 dataset.

The key aspect that differentiates the proposed re-

search from earlier studies is that it offers a practi-

cal design for application of wide CNN with additional

skips. Any CNN architecture can be transformed and

improved by adding other levels of skip connections.

The proposed types and levels of additional communi-

cation links suggested in this research are experimented

for different datasets and architectures. It is assured

that the addition of these skip connections offers better
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accuracy and helps to resolve singularities. The idea of

this research is not merely removing singularities but

also improving network performance and efficiency.

The idea of adding additional communication chan-

nels offers a great deal of performance boost to overall

network architecture, though it comes with some ad-

ditional resource cost. Through the addition of skip

connection among different levels of the network, there

is an increase in trainable parameters. This increase

depends on the levels of skip connections we are us-

ing. The use of three-level skip connections has added

only 2.58% increase into overall trainable parameters

and storage space.

6 Conclusions

The fundamental idea of the proposed novel convo-

lutional network architecture is to enhance and update

CNN blocks structure and add additional communica-

tion links in the network. The objective of the research

is to introduce different level skip connections to mit-

igate network singularities. As, our experiments and

empirical results showed that through lessening singu-

larities we can contribute a big part in the network

efficiency and performance. The use of skip connection

leads to many benefits like improving network informa-

tion flow, better top-to-bottom connectivity, resolving

vanishing gradients, feature renewal, and most impor-

tantly extenuating singularities. The resultant CNN

network offered better information flow and fix for van-

ishing gradient. The new network blocks equipped with

different levels of connections based architecture lead

to significant improvement in the information flow in-

side the network, which ultimately offers better classi-

fication performance. The proposed architecture was

trained and tested on well-known benchmark datasets

CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. The results showed that

our proposed network outperformed earlier similar ap-

proaches. Furthermore, these reformed residual units

could be utilized in any CNN architecture to enhance

the capability and performance of the network. And

the proposed intriguing finding will facilitate further

advancements in deep neural network design and archi-

tecture.

7 Future Work

Incorporating skip connections in CNN design of-

fer capabilities to deal with different singularities. On

the other hand, skip connections introduce some addi-

tional parameters in the network. These days the size

and speed of the network is also a critical aspect that

needs considerable attention. The future of work of our

research is to propose Binary CNN architecture with

added skip connection to deal with singularities above.

It is already proven by Rastegari et al.[45] that the idea

of binarizing network weight and parameters offers a

great deal of resource efficient CNN architecture. Cur-

rently, [46–48] proved that binary CNN is a feasible idea

and can be used for a wide range of real-world applica-

tions. We intend to design and deploy a binary CNN

architecture with skip connections in a real-time object

recognition environment.
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